Ohio men charged in pellet shooting assault

Bowling Green police arrested two Stoney Ridge, Ohio, men Monday in connection with the shooting of a 20-year-old University co-ed with a pellet gun March 30.

Bradley Johnson, 19, and Preston Pikes, 18, have been charged with felonious assault, according to Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash. He said Schrement is believed to be the instigator of the incident, but has not been charged.

The other man involved in the incident, Raymond Marsh, 19, and Preston Pikes, has been charged with complicity to felonious assault. Marsh is known to have been driving the car from which the pellet gun was fired.

More charges are pending against the two men in connection with a series of incidents that occurred over the March 30-April 1 weekend, Ash said.

Police had several reports of windows in apartments and cars being shot out by a panning automobile. Witnesses and Marsh were three of the men who had been in Marsh's car who were questioned by police after the incidents occurred.

BRENDA DELANEY, junior visual communications technology major, was standing on the steps of Beall and Weaver streets, where she was shot in the leg with a pellet gun allegedly fired by Schrement, Ash said.

Delaney told police she and her roommates were standing in the center

Ohio men charged in pellet shooting assault

Construction progressing

Through rain and sleet the West Hall construction continues, Scott Thompson, a Toledo resident and carpenter for the Rudolph Libby construction company, uses his shovel to move the concrete along the chute into the bucket. The crew poured the concrete into the building to cover the walls (or the three outside entrances.

The indictment alleges that McGettrick offered a $5,000 bribe to the then Judge James McGettrick, who was in the county last month. The senator was in in a Democratic presidential primary.

CLEVELAND (AP) - A Cuyahoga County grand jury returned a two-count indictment yesterday against Canton Police Judge James McGettrick, charging him with soliciting and accepting a bribe.

The indictment alleges that McGettrick offered a $5,000 bribe to an April 1 regarding a state criminal case involving Frank Finck, a reputed member of the帮的Angels motorcycle club.

Cuyahoga judge faces charges of soliciting, accepting bribe

Suit filed against board

Religion classes opposed
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A Findlay couple has filed a lawsuit preventing religious education classes from being offered at a public grade school in connection with a federal investigation of alleged corruption.

Although participation in the classes is voluntary and they are not held during school hours, Ford and Polly Millet believe use of school buildings to teach religious instruction is un-American.

Air Force base vital, Glenn says
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LONDON (AP) - A gunman fired a semiautomatic gun from a window of the Libyan Embassy yesterday at Libyan students demonstrating against Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi.

Police have been unable to connect any of the more than 70 Libyan students, many of them wearing masks to avoid identification, assembled and walked to the embassy, known officially as the Embassy of Libya in London.

The classes are offered to third and fourth grade students by the Findlay Public Schools. The classes are offered by individuals on behalf of a larger religious organization.

GUNMAN injures demonstrators
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Simon in battle with Garfunkel

by Art Buchwald

When it comes to megatons of grief, Richard Nixon was a man of the people. He knew that a good war is one that can make the real people cry.

Company decided to gear up with Garfunkel Oil & Gas. The lawyers for both sides, plus their investment bankers, as well as Simon and Garfunkel were seated at the long confer-

ence table overlooking the last-minute

The lawyer for Garfunkel said, "Then it is agreed, Garfunkel will pay $1 billion in cash for Garfunkel industries with Simon as chairman of the board and Garfunkel as chief executive officer. Each will receive 21 million a manuary in ninety, here's his own company out of the whole transaction. Simon will get a seat on the board of directors in the 15,000 Garfunkel company. Each must having retired to Canada.

"Further, Simon and Garfunkel will be given a corner office position in the Garfunkel Tower building in Greenwich, Connecticut."

Simon said, "I'm not so good. I got the No. 1 spot or the deal is off."

"Sorry, Simon, I'd like to express my appreciation for the April 13 editorial, which showed that you are unaware of the
domestic affairs."

"The reporter did not have to travel to
domestic affairs."

"Marian Rivera or the Apurimac

River? Bowling Green's interest in
this region is in step with current research. In fact, she has just published a book on the
American rivers."

"In referring to the latter, Simon said, "I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll give you the other three at another. I'll give you $300 million to build up the company to give up my No. 3, a tax in the
the suit."
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Stuffed exotic birds highlight showcases

by Patt Skinner

Fans of the movie "Psycho" who were fascinated by Norman Bates' collection of stuffed birds might want to visit the third and fourth floors of the Life Sciences Building. "I think most of the people who come here are interested in birds," said associate professor of biology and ornithology (the study of birds) Edwin Moseley. In addition to his interest in birds, Moseley is presently making cards and displaying cases about eight years ago.

IN CAREING for the birds, Martin said he has to worry about dirt and insects as the cases are sealed to guard against both. He is presently making cards with the common name of each bird and putting them in the cases. "It's all time consuming and I work on it when I can," Martin added.

IN Caring for the birds, Martin said he has to worry about dirt and insects as the cases are sealed to guard against both.

"People are surprised that we have collections. It's more of a study collection and bird collections. From people who donated small back to add to the collection. "It's a valuable and unique collection, but only 1,350 are on display. "I haven't added many at all," Martin said. "Less than one hundred have been added in the last ten years. "Some of the best specimens are the older ones," he added. The oldest bird was stuffed in 1875.

Some of the more valuable birds have been given to the Michigan University Museum in Ann Arbor because it has a more extensive display and more time is dedicated to caring for the birds.

The collection was first displayed in a museum room on the fourth floor of Moseley Hall and was moved to a museum room in the Life Sciences Building when it opened in 1968. The museum room was turned into a study room and the collection was moved to the wall case about eight years ago.

The birds come from such places as Africa, India, Australia, New Guinea, the Himalayas, the Philippines and all over Europe. The birds, assigned their scientific names, are represented by many species.

"I haven't added many at all," Martin said. "Less than one hundred have been added in the last ten years. "Some of the best specimens are the older ones," he added. The oldest bird was stuffed in 1875.

Some of the more valuable birds have been given to the Michigan University Museum in Ann Arbor because it has a more extensive display and more time is dedicated to caring for the birds.

The collection was first displayed in a museum room on the fourth floor of Moseley Hall and was moved to a museum room in the Life Sciences Building when it opened in 1968. The museum room was turned into a study room and the collection was moved to the wall case about eight years ago.

IN Caring for the birds, Martin said he has to worry about dirt and insects as the cases are sealed to guard against both.
Three students enter 'show' business with own company

To this minority
still exclude

Three embattling students have defined the myth that you can't get anywhere without the right background. They have formed their own company and will soon prove to themselves and the world that they can, too. Troy Brown, Mark Newland, and Regan, will soon prove to themselves and defied the myth that you can't get hired in their place. "He said. 

Director of Elementary and Secondary Education, Fred Pigge, director of the College of Education. "The percentage of teachers or not a teacher shortage, but if one occurs, "Fred Pigge, director of education. According to Pigge. Pigge said the increase in elementary school enrollments and induced program enrollment are responsible for the problem.

According to Jerry Richardson, director of the Ethnic Studies Department, the library uses computers and reduced noise level.

"The monitors are on duty during midnight during the week. During the day, the library staff is responsible for claiming it. - he has to purchase for himself or their show toward small business. While others go for the bigger busi- ness. "We aim at the consumer, the guy who is interested in getting information," said Regan. "We go through the door of the library and are different because nobody spends money in this market."

"We said, "The biggest mission of the library is to encourage people to overcome the fear of advanced knowledge by bringing them together in a friendly atmosphere and letting them find it."

The Toledo show will take place June 15. In the fall, Regan, Newland and Brown will embark on a nationwide tour that will include shows in Columbus, Miami and other cities.

"Our short term goal is to develop our national tour so that we can branch into other major markets," Newland said. "The close we have on this show will allow us to break even. Our long term goal is to break even and to achieve success."

The three feel confident of success. Brown summed it up by saying, "Some people say the sky is the limit, but we're working on the day-to-day problems of the other organizations."

The board receives petitions from different organizations throughout the United States and has to choose which ones will receive money.
Speaker explores potential
trends in areas such as sociology, psychology and other
2. Science have crystallized potential. By
becoming aware of these, people
3. can live fuller lives.

"Going to Esalen gave me the
4. opportunity to take another look at
my potentials," Rohen said. "In
5. the 150 to 280 hours I spent there,
I learned that my perceptions of
6. life and I can go back within that
7. spectrum anytime I choose.

As a result of exploring her po-
tential, Rohen has a new belief
8. that, for the first 10 months I was there, I
9. learned that..." Rohen said.
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Inflationary rise cripples industries

Certain industries are operating at "amazingly high" levels that have already lifted some prices, a private economist says. If a government official says there is no cause for concern about inflation, the latest report for concern about inflation is the latest report on factory use.

In the best showing since the summer of 1981, the Federal Reserve said at 80.9 percent of big industry operations were at fairly high operating rates, the overall rate should not cause concern.

"Fuss" bothers Dr. Seuss

NEW YORK (AP) - As Dr. Seuss, the one who created "The Cat in the Hat" and "Green Eggs and Ham," began his 44th children's books was announced Monday. But the fuss, he said, will not stop him "rather than be 'killed.'"

For more than 30 years, Dr. Seuss had relatively unknown by the press in a drawing, while killing elephant in La Jolla, Calif. Then he created the classics couldn't be met in two cities, but only with the Cleveland and Cincinnati metropolitan areas by EPA officials to review the data.

Columbus man held in stabbing incident

On March 28, the U.S. EPA told Gov. Richard Celeste that because of the high level of activity, the EPA would require emission inspection programs for cars in the Cleveland and Cincinnati areas. Federal officials gave Ohio 60 days to design a plan for implementing the programs.

"We are all still rewenned that the latest data shows that Cleveland needs an inspection and maintenance program and that the agency is compiling more data for the federal agency, which has the power to cut back on the inspection programs.

FRANKS said that according to a three-year-old test, it could cost as much as $900 million to reduce nitrogen oxides programs in the two cities. The state EPA submitted a plan that increased nitrogen oxides programs by 30 percent and carbon monoxide standards, small's change in the Cleveland and Cincinnati metropolitan areas by several miles.

In 1979, the state EPA submitted a plan that decreased nitrogen oxides programs by 20 percent and carbon monoxide standards, small's change in the Cleveland and Cincinnati metropolitan areas by several miles.

However, the state later determined that the 1983 deadline could be met and submitted a revised plan to the EPA on Friday, seeking to extend the compliance deadline. The EPA proposed approval of the plan last week. In the meantime, the federal EPA proposed approval of the plan on March 28.

However, the EPA later determined that the 1983 deadline could be met and submitted a revised plan to the EPA on Friday, seeking to extend the compliance deadline. The EPA proposed approval of the plan last week. In the meantime, the federal EPA proposed approval of the plan on March 28.
About two dozen support- ers of those arrested stood quietly, chanting "peace" and "freedom" for those behind the fence. "We demand the arrest of every last man," said the group.

"We are not going to get involved with the police," said the group member Robert Shaw. "We are here to protest the presence of weapons and planes in the area." The protesters said they were concerned about the safety of those arrested and the impact of the protest on the environment.

"We demand that the army not be used in considering the case of those arrested," said the group member Bill Black. "We demand that the army not be used in considering the case of those arrested." The protesters said they were concerned about the impact of the protest on the environment.
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Falcons’ Jamison sets goals for Olympics

By Philip E. Wilson

Falcons’ Jamison sets goals for Olympics

For all the fourth, fifth, and sixth graders who could someday make the same, "Kim Jamison is elementary school, tall, thin. Her competition has been the same way ever since she began her track career. She is a typical athlete who always seems to be surrounded by her father, coach, and mentor, Coach Dave Jamison."

At the University of Oregon, Jamison's four-year, 106-meter hurdles from 1968 to 1971, she had the opportunity to make a mark on the NCAA championships. About 20 juniors and seniors were scheduled to compete in the hurdles.

The 4x4 relay, 400 meters, and hurdles were the events Jamison participated in.

"I enjoyed watching their abilities. "It's the most exciting part of the meet because you have to make up for one good or bad performance."

The hurdles were based on time — not bad, but not good either, "I was proud of all our children and Kim had practices to make as much family atmosphere with our success," said Kim.

Kim has had four other daughters and the four ran for the family in their spring sports.

So far, "I have to make the final buzz and because of her placing in the

Falcons finish third

Key injuries and inclement weather finished the men's track team at the Eastern Michigan Invitational last Thursday in Ann Arbor.

EMU led the triangular with 36 points followed by UT with 36 then the Falcons with a close third of 30. The Falcons had three first place winners and five second place finishers in their meet at University of floor.

The men's team has not won a meet since the season opener in February.

Leading the top finishers was Frank Hohr in the relays and with a time of 17:36.1, Jay Happ in the 1000 meters, and Dave Cale in the 5000 meters, both in a time of 14:46.4 and Don Green in the 1600 meters.

Senior Larry Theodorou, who posted a 257 total.

"We are improving as a team even though we had not won any money. We are in some consistent performers, but our Falcons' meet well will be exciting for these kids," assistant coach Bob said.

The Perm State invitational was the first invitational for the only Falcons this spring, and they will be going to the MAC invitational in Toledo the next weekend. The team has its long spring season; short spring season; short month has been the worst.

"It's difficult getting the team together in this spring season, but I have a better idea of what it means to be a Falcon coach."

"It's a difficult job trying to make the best of the team and we'll play better as the season progresses," Coach said.
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Buff Apartments

New renting for 1984-85

2 bdrm. furnished Apts.

Call 352-7182

Ask Lor Duh - After 3 p.m.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon are proud to announce their 1983-84 award winners:

Sophomore Outstanding Academic Achievement Rob Baker
Junior Outstanding Academic Achievement Jim White
Senior Outstanding Academic Achievement Mark Kehl

S.P.E.D. Award Steve Drich
Sweetheart of the Year Brett Kline
Sweetheart of the Year Beth Burton
Junior Athlete of the Year Dan James
Junior Athlete of the Year Bob Coughlin
Senior Athlete of the Year Doug Gabran
Outstanding New Active Steve Macionsky
Outstanding New Active Steve Macionsky
Outstanding Senior Man Chris Kellen
Outstanding Senior Man Dick Rudolf
Brother of the Year Bill Rudolf

Congratulations

A special thanks to Doug Gabran and Bart Merkel for all their hard work and dedication this year!
York announces eight new players for next season.

Bowling Green hockey coach Jerry York viewed the signing ceremony as an historic day for eight student athletes to national history.

The Falcons are losing eight seniors from a team that has gone 98-48-3 in four years under York. The eight-hardworking seniors were: Trevor Finley, Dan Jersov, Bob Daniels, Steve Meyers, Mike Willard, Mike Allen and Gary Ford.

The seniors have two years of eligibility left before they graduate. They will be given a chance to play in several games over the next four years.

Among the seniors were Trevor Finley, who led the team in scoring last year with 47 points, and Dan Jersov, who led offensively with 32 goals.


In the semi-finals, BG rolled over the University of Michigan 15-4, 15-4, 15-11.

In the final, the Falcons took the lead in the second half and held on for the win.

Bowling Green has a chance to win the Mid-American Conference title by winning the title game against Ball State on Saturday at 1:00 p.m. at College Park.

The Falcons spikers, seeded second in the conference tournament, are eliminated from national title contention after losing to the University of Michigan 15-4, 15-4, 15-11.

The Falcons have a 16-23 record for the season and are out of postseason contention.

Bowling Green head coach Gary Ford said, "If anything, the Falcons have been a confidence builder for the team and we have had a dry field. Our backs could have had a dry field as well."